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**Abstract**

dbVar houses over 3 million submitted structural variants (SSV) from 120 human studies including copy number variations (CNV), insertions, deletions, inversions, translocations, and complex chromosomal rearrangements. Users can submit multiple SSVs to dbVAR that are presumably identical, but were ascertained by different platforms and samples, to calculate whether the variant is rare or common in the population and allow for cross validation. However, because SSV genomic location reporting can vary – including fuzzy locations where the start and/or end points are not precisely known – analysis, comparison, annotation, and reporting of SSVs across studies can be difficult. This project was initiated by the Structural Variant Comparison Group for the purpose of generating a non-redundant set of genomic regions defined by counts of concordance for all human SSVs placed on RefSeq assembly GRCh38 (RefSeq accession GCF_000001405.26). We intend that the availability of these regions, called structural variant clusters (SVCs), will facilitate the analysis, annotation, and exchange of SV data and allow for simplified display in genomic sequence viewers for improved variant interpretation. Sets of SVCs were generated by variant type for each of the 120 studies as well as for a combined set across all studies. Starting from 3.64 million SSVs, 2.5 million and 3.4 million non-redundant SVCs with count >=1 were generated by variant type for each study and across all studies, respectively. In addition, we have developed utilities for annotating, searching, and filtering SVC data in GVF format for computing summary statistics, exporting data for genomic viewers, and annotating the SVC using external data sources.
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Introduction

There is a growing body of evidence suggesting that genomic structural variants play an important role in the etiology of human disease and in determining individuals' characteristics and phenotypes. Structural variants are also important for understanding the evolution of species. dbVar is a database of large structural genomic variants that catalogs millions of records from both small and large studies and makes them freely available to the public. The data are organized by submitted study, which makes for convenient comparisons between cases and controls. dbVar online search and browser tools make it easy to search and retrieve the data.

It is difficult to annotate novel SVs or to compute summary data without a reference record or exemplar when multiple SSV choices are available in the same genomic region, and there has been no publicly available resource to date that combines variants from all studies for integration into a bioinformatic pipeline for search, analysis, and comparison. We created structural variant clusters (SVC) to overcome these problems. Structural variant clusters (Figure 1) are smaller discrete genomic features that include counts of the features shared between SSVs. In regions with fuzziness between overlapping SSVs, SCVs allow the calculation of annotation and frequency by either consensus overlapping regions or by user-defined limits.

Additional benefits of having a defined set of SVCs include:

- improved data exchange, data mining, computation, and reporting;
- better searching and matching of genomic coordinates across studies;
- easier aggregation of annotations such as disease and phenotype, frequency, and genomic features that co-locate with a SVC;
- a simplified display in the Sequence Viewer as an aggregated histogram or density track from all studies (currently dbVar display each study as a track, which

Figure 1. An alignment of variants ssv1-ssv3 (blue lines) with the genome (grey line) between positions P1 and P5. Reference genomic regions SVC1-SVC4 (yellow box) are demarcated by overlap and non-overlapping positions (P1-P2, P2-P3, etc.) between SSVs. The observed SVC counts and the genes are shown on the bottom.
can be slow to render and difficult to display on small screens); and

- the ability to measure SSV concordance regions and validate across studies.

The Structural Variation Cluster project aimed to accomplish a number of goals. First, we generated a Genome Variant Format (GVF) file of SVC regions as defined above, based on RefSeq GRCh38. Each region is assigned a unique ID (SVC1, SVC2, etc.). The SVC VCF file is used as the basis for generating aggregated data, filtering, generating sequence viewer tracks, and for comparison with user data. We also generated a histogram track to show the frequency of the regions across studies in genomic context for the Sequence Viewer. In addition, we annotated SVC regions with Gene, colocated dbSNP reference SNPs, ClinVar, and other colocated features. We aimed to create a tool for filtering SVC GVFs by variant type, region size, region count, chromosome, and additional user-defined splitting and filtering parameters. This tool would allow users to compare their data with SVC GVFs and report matching regions of overlap.

**Methods**

SVCs are defined as the union set of overlapping and non-overlapping regions for all SSVs aligned to the genome using HTSeq version 0.6.0, based on the genomic coordinates in RefSeq human genome assembly GRCh38 (RefSeq accession GCF_000001405.26) (Figure 1).

**Structural variant cluster (SVC) from SSV**

Figure 2 demonstrates the workflow for this analysis. dbVar SSV data by studies were obtained in tab delimited format from the FTP site (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/dbVar/data/Homo_sapiens/by_study/) and used as input. The study files were combined and sorted by chromosome positions into a single file using the script `merge_data.py`. SVC regions, including counts as shown in Figure 1, were generated from the merged file using the script `make_gvf_and_bedgraph.py`, which output SVC GVF and BED files. Since the approach in Figure 1 is similar to finding consensus regions or overlapping features between aligned reads `make_gvf_and_bedgraph.py` use HTSeq.GenomicInterval class to store SSV chr. start, and stop coordinates as genomic features and the HTSeq.GenomicArrayOfSets class to identify overlapping positions to generate SVC and counts.

Additional tools are available as scripts using SVC GVF as input to compute summary statistics, to search and filter, to generate WIG files for viewing in sequence viewer, and to annotate using external data sources. All scripts and examples are available on GitHub ([https://github.com/NCBI-Hackathons/Structural_Variant_Comparison/](https://github.com/NCBI-Hackathons/Structural_Variant_Comparison/)). For this study all coordinates reported are based on GRCh38.

**Figure 2.** Dataflow for generating SVC and tools for analysis.
Results
Computing structural variant cluster (SVC)
As shown in Figure 1, SVCs were created from overlapping and non-overlapping regions of two or more SSVs using the HTSeq.GenomicArrayOfSets class and output as GVF file format. Each SVC is counted for the number of times it is present as a subregion of a SSV, providing a total SVC count across studies. A single SSV by itself without any overlap between itself and another SSV in the region constitutes a single SVC with a feature count of 1. 3.6 million dbVar SSVs generated 3.4 million SVCs for all dbVar data (combined-set) by variant type (Table 1).

Comparison of combined-set and study-set SVC derived from variant type CNV with ClinVar and genomic annotations
WIG files were generated from SVC GVF files to allow loading into sequence viewer for quick visual inspection as shown in Figure 3. The SVC sets used for inspections are the combined-set which includes 1000Genomes, as well as other large studies to provide frequently occurring or “common” SVC to compare with presumed curated variants that have clinical significance from study-set (dbVar:nstd37) submitted by ClinGen. The Variation Viewer allows for quick navigation by genes, chromosome positions, and variations for visual comparison (Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5). Figure 3 and Figure 4 show a hotspot peak A in

Table 1. SVC count and percentage of total by variant types from combined-set across all studies. The most common variant type was deletion followed by CNV. All CNV types combined (rows 1, 7, and 8 in Table 1) total 972,335. We also generated SVC for each variant type (ie. CNV, in/del, etc.) and by individual studies (study-set) for QA/QC and analysis between types and studies of interest. The study-set generated a total of 2.5 million SVCs versus 3.4 million SVCs from the combined-set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant Type</th>
<th>Percent Total (%)</th>
<th>SVC Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deletion</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>1194270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy number loss</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>633268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile element insertion</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>517506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duplication</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>303790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insertion</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>232552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indel</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>186658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy number gain</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>169876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy number variation</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>169191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>17810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>3424921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. SVC (type=CNV) distribution on chromosome 1 as seen on NCBI Variation Viewer (Variation Viewer - NCBI). Starting from the top: (1) chr 1 sequence, (2) Gene track, (3) ClinVar short variation for dbsNP SNV, (4) ClinVar large variation, (5) ClinGen SVC study-set (dbVar:nstd37) copy number gain, (6) ClinGen SVC study-set (dbVar:nstd37) copy number loss, (7) SVC combined-set for copy number gain with count >= 100, and (8) SVC combined-set for copy number loss with count >= 100. The red box highlights an SVC hotspot region found in ClinGen (dbVar:nstd37) tracks 5 and 6 that correspond with the variants in ClinVar. The scale for SVC count histogram are 1–90 (track 5), 1–20 (track 6), 1–4618 (track 7), and 1–10885 (track 8).
Figure 4. Zoomed in view of the red box region in Figure 1 showing dbVar:nstd37 SVC peak A corresponding to ClinVar variants and flanking peaks B and C from the common combined-set. The track and histogram scales are as described in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Magnified region of Chr19 showing a region of high density of variants where SVCs presumed to be common are also found. The tracks and histogram scales are as described in Figure 3.
ClinVar (track 4) that corresponds with a peak in SVC from nstd37, suggesting that this region is critical for function and that variations in this region are rare. These conclusions are supported by the lack of corresponding SVC peaks in the combined-set “common” tracks 7 and 8. However, tracks 7 and 8 also contain peaks B and C that flank the ClinVar peak, which may demarcate the boundaries for the critical region peak A. In contrast, Figure 5 shows that there are corresponding SVC peaks in the nstd37 (rare) and in the combined-set (common), suggesting that variants in this region may have minimal or no clinical impact by themselves.

Conclusions
The software tools we developed and provide here compute SVCs and provide counts of concordance regions across SSVs. We also developed tools to search, filter, annotate, and graphically view the results in sequence viewers or to incorporate them into custom analysis pipelines. Using these tools, we provide examples (Figure 3) for comparing across different SVC data sets with other annotation (such as genes and ClinVar). Such comparisons will allow users to investigate across the genome - or near a gene of interest - and to look for concordance and conflicts between data, which may help users form hypotheses regarding the biological impact of observed variation in SVC regions. In future, we will conduct the work and analysis required for SVC data quality assurance. We believe that SVC data promise to improve the analysis and the elucidation of the biological impact of structural variants, and in future, will probably have uses beyond those described here. Potential uses for SVC data could include:

- identification of population-specific SVCs to gain insight into the functional significance of structural variants and their evolution; and
- determination of high-priority SVCs with significant functional impact and effects.

In addition, a “dbVar Beacon Service” could be developed to allow users to query dbVar if variants exists for a genomic location of interest using combined SVC data. The results would report the number of SVCs and associated SSV IDs and study IDs. Users could then download the study or SSV of interest from dbVar.
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The authors create a set of scripts that take SVs submitted to dbVar and find how many calls cover each region of the genome. I expect these will be useful for understanding locations in the genome where
multiple SV calls have been made. The methods appear to be straightforward to use, so that they can be applied to new callsets as they are submitted to dbVar and potentially to other repositories as well. I have a few minor suggestions below:

1. Fig 4 caption seems to refer to red box in Fig 3, not Fig 1.

2. It appears that the output wig files for the current dbVar are on the GitHub site, and it would be useful to make clear that these are available in the paper. Are the output bed files also available? Are the outputs available as a track in any NCBI browser?

3. Why did the authors choose gvf as the output format? Although no format is great for SVs, would the authors consider adding vcf as an output format since vcf seems to be increasingly adopted by SV callers?

4. This is implied in the future work proposed, but it may be useful to state explicitly that dbVar entries are not curated for accuracy, so regions with many SVs may be enriched for artifacts or true SVs or both.
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